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1 Developments in Guidance
 Wave one: up to 2007
 Wave two: 2008 to 2014
 Wave three: 2014 (onwards into a bright new future?)
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Wave
1

Title
Cycle-friendly infrastructure:
guidelines for planning and design
Guidelines for cycle audit and cycle
review

Publisher
DfT/IHT/BA/CTC

URL
not on web

Year
1996

DETR/Welsh
Office/IHT/Scottish
Office/DoE NI

not on web

1998

2

Local Transport Note 2/08 Cycle
infrastructure design

Department for
Transport

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/localtransport-notes

2008

2

Local Transport Note 3/08 Mixed
priority routes: practitioners guide
Cycling by design

Department for
Transport
Transport Scotland

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/local- 2008
transport-notes
http://www.transportscotland.gov.uk/system/files/u 2010
ploaded_content/documents/tsc_basic_pages/Envir
onment/Cycling_by_Design_2010__Rev_1__June_2
011_.pdf

2

Local Transport Note 1/12 Shared
use routes for pedestrians and
cyclists

Department for
Transport

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/localtransport-notes

3

Design Guidance Active Travel
(Wales) Act 2013
London Cycle Design Standards
Version 2

Welsh Government

http://wales.gov.uk/consultations/transport/active- 2014
travel-design-guidance/?lang=en
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/cycling/draft2014
london-cycling-designstandards/user_uploads/draft-lcds---all-chapters.pdf

3

Space for cycling: a guide for local
decision makers

CTC

https://www.ctc.org.uk/sites/default/files/1404space-for-cycling-guide-local-decision-makers.pdf

2014

3

Making space for cycling: a guide
for new development and street
renewal

Cycle Nation

http://www.makingspaceforcycling.org/

2014

3

Handbook for cycle-friendly design

Sustrans

http://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/file_c 2014
4
ontent_type/sustrans_handbook_for_cyclefriendly_design_11_04_14.pdf
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3

Transport for London

2012

Type
Germany

Title
National cycling Plan 2002-2012; ride your bike! Measures to
promote cycling in Germany

Publisher
URL
Federal Ministry of Transport, http://edoc.difu.de/edoc.php?id=YFGDITZ2
Building and Housing

Denmark

Cycle policy 2002-2012 City of Copenhagen

City of Copenhagen

France

Des voies pour le vélo: 30 exemples de bonnes pratiques en
Certu
France. Dossier 147. (Of routes for bicycles: 30 examples of good
French practice)

Germany

Direkt: verbesserung der Verkehrsverhältnisse in den Gemeinden. Federal Ministry of Transport, Not on web
Fahradverkehr: Erfahrungen und Beispiele aus dem In- und
Building and Housing
Ausland (Direct: improving traffic conditions in communities. Bicycle

Year
2002

http://www.cycling2002
embassy.org.uk/document/city-copenhagen-cyclepolicy-2002-2012
Not on web
2003

2004

traffic: experience and examples from Germany and other countries)

New Zealand New Zealand supplement to the Austroads guide to traffic
engineering practice Part 14: bicycles

Transit New Zealand

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/nzsupplement-austroads-gtep-part-14-bicycles

New Zealand Cycle network and route planning guide

Land Transport New Zealand

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/cycle-network- 2005
and-route-planning/docs/cycle-network-and-routeplanning.pdf

New Zealand Fundamentals of planning and design for cycling

Land Transport New Zealand

Not on web

2006

The
Continuous and integral: the cycling policies of Groningen and
Netherlands other European cycling cities. Publication No. 7

Fiets Beraad

http://www.cyclingembassy.org.uk/document/continuous-andintegral-cycling-policies-groningen-and-othereuropean-cycling-cities-public

2006

The
Design manual for bicycle traffic
Netherlands

CROW

Not on web

2006 (1st
edition
1993)

The
Cycling in The Netherlands
Netherlands

Ministrie van Verkeer en
Waterstaat and Fiets beraad

Not on web

2009

Ireland

National Cycle Manual

http://www.cyclemanual.ie/

2011

Denmark

Collection of cycle concepts

Irish National Transport
Authority
Cycling Embassy of Denmark

USA

Urban bikeway design guide

http://www.cycling-embassy.dk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/12/Collection-of-CycleConcepts-2012.pdf
http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide

2012 (1st
edition
2002)
2012

Denmark

Focus on cycling: Copenhagen guidelines for the design of road
projects
New Zealand Christchurch cycle design guidelines

National Association of City
Transportation Officials
City of Copenhagen
Christchurch City Council

2004

http://kk.sites.itera.dk/apps/kk_pub2/pdf/1133_m 2013
LNsMM8tU6.pdf
5 2013
http://resources.ccc.govt.nz/files/CityLeisure/gettin
garound/cycling/ChristchurchCycleDesignGuideline
sWEB.pdf

Wave 2

LTN 2/08 Design Principles
Convenient:
Accessible:

Safe:

Comfortable:
Attractive:

advantage, directness, reduced delay,
continuously signed, unimpeded, no long
detours, Well maintained.
Links origins with important destinations,
routes continuous, direct as possible (distance
and time), advantage over motorised traffic, on
desire lines. Cycle routes where normally
inaccessible to motor vehicles.
Safe and perceived to be safe. Traffic volumes
and speeds reduced, conflict minimised, no
hazardous surface defects, vegetation
trimmed, lighting provided, passive
surveillance.
Width, gradient, surface quality, flush kerbs.
Aesthetically pleasing, quiet, litter-free,
pleasant to stop, chat and rest, good views,
well-designed, attractively finished, attractive
materials.

LTN 2/08 Cycle Infrastructure Design
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/local-transport-notes
Design Manual for bicycle traffic. CROW (The Dutch guidance)

Hierarchy of provision: fit for
purpose?

Better: comprehensive planning
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Define objectives;
Map land use and assess cycling demand;
Map existing routes, facilities, cycle volumes and
cycling-related collisions;
Identify priority locations and constraints which need
to be treated;
Identify improvements to the network (option
development);
Predict potential demand;
Prioritise and select schemes;
Implement schemes;
Monitor and assess operation against business case.

After Godefrooij, T., Pardo, C. & Sagaris, L. (2009) Cycling-inclusive policy development: a
handbook. Utrecht: Dutch Ministry of water energy and transport Interface for Cycling
Expertise, and in forthcoming CIHT, Streets and transport in the urban environment):
See argument for this approach in Parkin, J. and Koorey, G. (2012) Network planning and
infrastructure design. In: Parkin, J. Cycling and Sustainability. Bingley: Emerald. Chapter 6.

• fast commuter;
• utility cyclist;
• inexperienced and/or leisure cyclist;
• child; and
• users of specialised equipment
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Wave 3

Primary and secondary position

 Golden rule: ride relative to the traffic not the infrastructure
 Keep a margin for escape and keep in line of sight of drivers

LCDS 20 Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Cycling is now mass transport and must be treated as such
Facilities must be designed for larger numbers of users
Bicycles must be treated as vehicles, not as pedestrians
Cyclists need space separated from volume motor traffic
Where full segregation is not possible, semi-segregation may be the answer
Separation can also be achieved by using lower-traffic streets.
Where integration with other road users is necessary, differences of speed, volume and vehicle type
should be minimised
Cyclist interventions need not be attempted on every road
Routes must flow
Routes must be intuitively understandable by all users
Provision must be consistent and routes must be planned as a network
Routes and schemes must take account of how users actually behave. If they do not, they will be ignored
Many of the standard tools currently used to manage cyclists’ interactions with others do not work
Changes in road space can influence modal choice
Trials can help achieve change
Avoid over-complication and the ‘materials trap’
But do not be afraid of capital infrastructure
All designers of cycle schemes must experience the roads on a bicycle
As important as building a route itself is maintaining it properly afterwards
Know when to break these principles
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14

15

16

Transport for London.
Roads task force
report
http://www.tfl.gov.uk/
corporate/abouttfl/how-wework/planning-for-thefuture/roads-taskforce#on-this-page-0
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Dichotomy between ‘movement’ and ‘place’ perpetuates the
dominance of motor traffic. Reasons:
• Speed and directness which cyclists want is equated with
movement function
• Safety and comfort are critical too
• Active modes can contribute to ‘place’
• ‘Movement’ may not mean high volume
18

Three pieces of research
 Driver behaviour
 Cyclist behaviour
 Infrastructure and injury
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Driver behaviour

20

• At 40mph and 50mph,
motorists generally give
wider berths to cyclists
without cycle lanes

Parkin, J. and Meyers, C. (2010) The effect of cycle
lanes on the proximity between motor traffic and
cycle traffic. Accident analysis and prevention 42
(1) pp159-165.

21/

Single lane with no cycle lane and a centre-line marking
(‘single lane’)

Two lanes, one of which is a cycle lane, with a centre-line
(‘cycle lane’)

Two lanes, both of which are general traffic lanes, with a
centre-line (‘dual lane’)

Single lane with no cycle lane and no centre-line (‘no
centre-line’)

22/

 http://authors.elsevier.com/a/1Ph-nLDQchXW

23

 Cycle lanes have no effect on distances and speeds
 Alternatives to cycle lanes are required to provide space
 Lower speed limits would be effective in reducing
overtaking speeds
 Centre-line would reduce overtaking speeds

Shackel, S. and Parkin, J. (2014) Measuring the influence of on-road features and
driver behaviour on proximity and speed of vehicles overtaking cyclists. Accident 24
analysis and prevention 73, December, pp100-108

Cyclist behaviour
 Behaviour: pass to left,
pass to right, stay
behind
 Risk perception: pass
to left and pass to right
Frings, D., Parkin, J. and Ridley, A.
(forthcoming) The effects of cycle lanes,
vehicle to kerb distance and vehicle type on
cyclists’ attention allocation during junction
negotiation. Accident analysis and prevention

 Eye movement:
number of fixations and
dwell times
25/

Behavioural Choice
Condition

Overall
Cycle
Lanes
Vehicle
size
Kerb
distance

Lane present
Lane absent
Small vehicle
Large vehicle
Narrow space
Wide space

Wait behind Offside pass

0.51

0.19

0.30

0.47
0.54
0.46
0.55
0.53
0.48

0.19
0.16
0.21
0.14
0.22
0.18

0.34
0.30
0.32
0.31
0.24
0.34

Risk
Condition
Overall
Lane present
Cycle
Lanes
Lane absent
Vehicle Smaller vehicle
size
Larger vehicle
Kerb
Narrow space
distance
Wide space

Interest area

Nearside
pass

Nearside

Offside

Total

3.02
2.95
3.09
2.94
3.10
3.22
2.91

3.02
2.92
3.13
2.96
3.09
2.96
3.03

3.02
2.94
3.11
2.95
3.10
3.09
2.97

Left

Centre
left

Centre
right

Right

Mean

Mean

Mean

Mean

Overall

0.22

0.41

0.23

0.14

Cycle lane
No Cycle lane

0.22
0.19

0.44
0.37

0.21
0.26

0.13
0.16

Small vehicle

0.23

0.39

0.22

0.17

Large vehicle

0.21

0.43

0.25

0.12

Narrow space

0.19

0.40

0.22

0.16

Wide space

0.22

0.41

0.24

0.12

Overall

0.18

0.45

0.26

0.11

Cycle lane
No Cycle lane

0.19
0.22

0.47
0.44

0.24
0.27

0.10
0.13

Small vehicle

0.17

0.47

0.26

0.11

Large vehicle

0.20

0.44

0.25

0.12

Narrow space

0.21

0.47

0.26

0.11

Wide space

0.19

0.43

0.27

0.12

Contextual
factor

Fixation

Dwell
time

26/

 Attention: 60% nearside / 40% offside.
 Cyclists who perceive offside passing as less risky:
– monitor the area to the right of a vehicle they are
approaching to a greater extent
– engage in offside passing more often.

 Training to stress need to maintain awareness of the
whole traffic situation
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 Cycle lanes reduce:
– the perceived risk of nearside and offside passing
– the number of fixations and dwell time directed to the
offside (which links with less frequent choices to pass on this
side

 With larger vehicles cyclists:
– adopted fewer fixations and longer durations.
– search for offside passing more than with small vehicles
– Overall, more likely to wait behind

 With narrow distances to the kerb, cyclists:
– searched the areas to the right hand side for opportunities
to pass offside
– were less likely to pass on the nearside
– were more likely to wait behind.
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Cochrane review of injuries and
infrastructure
Intervention
 On road: cycle lanes; shared use of a bus
lanes; advanced stop lines; bicycle routes;
use of colour.
 Off-road: cycle tracks; cycle paths
 Management: separation of traffic
movements; bicycle phases at traffic signals;
speed management.
Outcome
 Injury: self-reported rates or numbers.
Mulvaney, C.A., Watson, M.C., Parkin, J., Coupland, C.,
Kendrick, D., Miller, P., Smith, S. (2013) Cycling
infrastructure for reducing cycling injuries in cyclists.
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2013, Issue
2. Art. No.: CD010415. DOI:
10.1002/14651858.CD010415

29/

 19 Controlled Before and After Studies and 1 Interrupted
Time Series.
 Insufficient evidence that
– cycle lanes reduce the rate of cycle collisions
– Off-road cycle routes reduce the risk of collisions

 Some evidence that speed reductions may reduce the risk
of cyclists’ collisions
 Insufficient evidence that any other type of infrastructure
reduces the rate of cycle collisions.
 Few studies accounted for exposure
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3 Contentions

31

 Philosophy
– Language
– Sources of risk
– Equivalence: engineering standards

 Design
–
–
–
–
–
–

Priority
Space
Place and movement
Strength of separation
Conceptions of speed
Levels of control

 Planning
– Network (route) planning
– Comprehensive area wide re-traffic management
– Appraisal

 Types of vehicle
32

5 The future?
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Design

34

Planning
Design
35

Mindset
Planning
Design
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